TSN Digital Media Broadcast
Final Student Self-Assessment
Please review each ‘descriptor’ and print the letter grade you believe best describes your
learning and ‘best practices as a student’ in this course.
Some areas that you check may be in different columns, and that is fine. Reflecting on your own
learning or challenges, allows for a more accurate picture for improvement.
Student and teacher will complete this assessment.
Teacher Pen

(red)

Student Pen

(blue) No Pencil Please.
A+,A,
A-

Attitude



I have a positive, receptive attitude and
am an engaged participant in class

Example:

Attendance




Work Habits





I have attended all classes ON TIME this
semester with few exceptions, which were
necessary.
I understood, prior to taking this course
that attendance was essential to learning
and making connections in the course.
I consistently took ownership of my
learning and was always seeking out ways
to improve/deepen my learning in this
course.
I have used my time as an independent
learner wisely by taking the opportunities
to explore my own interests within the
video field.

Example:

Reflections/
Make
connections to
learning




I reflected on my learning and worked
hard to make connections to the learning.
I have used the feedback Mrs. Hagen and
my classmates have provided to produce
better videos.

Example:

Product



I demonstrated evidence of learning
producing quality clips for the show.

B+,B,
B-

C+,C,
C-

D+,D,
D-




I demonstrated evidence of learning by
participating in the daily broadcasts.

Example:

Written
Product
Say/
Articulate

Do/
Performance



I completed the Personal Learning Target
checklist making sure to include the
samples in the videos I produced.
 I am able to articulate to another person,
my learning.
 I understand the theory learned in this
course such as:
o Camera angles and composition
o The editing process as well as
special effects involved
o Audio production and sound
effects
o Pre-production process with
storyboards and shot lists
 I am able to demonstrate/share-out my
learning to others in a confident and
knowledgeable way.

Example:

I believe I deserve a________% mark in this course because:
This is where you are going to convince me of your mark. BE SPECIFIC !!!!

Interview Preparation for Final Evaluation:
Reflect on yourself as learner (both independently and working in a group). What were
your strengths, what were your weaknesses? What would you do differently next time?
Details

Explain using examples of your understanding of how you applied your learning
throughout this semester. Be specific
Examples:

What connections have you made to the learning….why important, insights. Be specific.
Connections:

Top Ten List: Below, list the top 10 things you have learned by taking this course. This
could be ANYTHING – not limited directly to Digital Media Broadcast.

